Installation of Swivel Connector
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A Swivel Connector is provided for installation into the Outlet
Side of the Kontrol-Flo Meter Body. Check Flow Arrow on the
cover for proper orientation. Using Teflon tape or pipe dope,
install the male pipe thread into the Meter Body. Do not over
tighten.
Note: Do not use excessive amounts of pipe dope that could
become lodged in any moving parts.
Install the male pipe thread of the Control Valve and Motor Box
Assembly into the swivel side of the connector.
CAUTION: The main purpose of using the Swivel Connector is
that it provides a union type connection that is easily
disconnected when and if maintenance is required on either the
Meter or the Control Valve. The threads on both the Meter and
the Control Valve are aluminum, and are subject to galling if
over-tightened and then later removed. Damage to the threads
of both parts will be eliminated if the connector is used.
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